
 Group size: 1+ 

 Destination: Nepal  Fitness level: Easy.  

 Arrival on: Tribhuvan International 
Airport (TIA) 

 Departure 
from: 

Tribhuvan International 
Airport (TIA)   

 Best 
Season: 

All year Round 
  

Trip Introduction 
 Manakamana Cable Car Tour – Factually, Nepal is high-flying for treks and visit around 
thick backwoods, high slopes, rough way and superb Himalayas. In spite of this, Nepal have 
been assuming essential job regarding the matter of otherworldly visit and trek in various 
pieces of country. At all, this country exceedingly work out for treks and campaign, similarly 
guide out in the reference of religious visit and trek. Nepal is where various of sanctuaries 
and religious communities are staying here. From that point onward, this country is issuing 
religious visit in some prehistoric sanctuaries of Nepal till to now bounteous of gatherings 
are making this country as the furthest purified country on the planet. Among, numerous 
sanctuaries the sanctuary of Manakamana Cable Car Tour is colossally adore and the vast 
majority of the lovers are asking to visit the sanctuary. The name Manakamana is get from 
the two words that is “Mana” which mean faultless heart and “Kamana” signifies aim so this 
hallowed sanctuary is represent achieve the hope for of impeccable heart of its adherents. 
This sanctuary is to be found in the Gorkha region of Nepal and is the most sacrosanct 
sanctuary of Hindu lovers. From the time of seventeenth century this sacred sanctuary have 
been holding in high regard yet to the ongoing time and supporting its matter of realities 
fantasy towards the eager. It is accepted that, At the period of seventeenth this Gorkha 
territory was administered by lord Ram shah with her ruler and his ruler fixated the all-
powerful intensity of perfect that subtle heavenly intensity of ruler was just knew by her 
extraordinary supporter Lakhan thapa and after every one of the one day the ruler attestant 
his ruler as the encapsulation of holiness and Lakhan thapa as the manifestation of Lion. 
After explaining the exposure to his ruler a furtivious destruction happen the lord. As 
expressed by that time custom and convention the ruler was committed herself to suttee 
(custom immolation) on the interment fire of her significant other. Before decreasing to 
fiery debris the ruler had affirmed to Lakhan thapa that she would entrance in Gorkha by any 
appearance in the developing future. This gospel saying of ruler works out when following 
half year a rancher furrowing his field slashed a stone and saw a progression of blood and 
milk from the stone and that wonder pay heed by Lakhan thapa and immediately begun 
sincere custom performing by Hindu tantric(one who speak voodoo).Subsequently, the 
streaming of blood and milk reach an end ,even since this spot turned into the most 
extreme commended spot of journey respects the unblemished aficionados. As the 

https://www.snowydreamworld.com/trip/manakamana-cable-car-tour/


sentiment of convention the minister of Manakamana sanctuary expected to be the 
incarnanation of Lakhan thapa and from that time till to now this very acclaim Temple had 
been remaining on one’s ground in the pitch of universal. 

Therence, In such path we at Snowy Dream World and endeavor lift the top off such notable 
story of numerous sanctuaries and religious communities of Nepal. We not just experience 
favored for giving such religious visits to the inner enthusiasts yet we feel thank karma 
stars for finding the chances to offer such jumbling profound visits to our very regarded 
guests. It would be ideal if you once try to unite with us after that we will show that we are 
so skilled to oversee such feral trek and visit for you. For more information 
please CONTACT US. 

Outline Itinenary 

• Day 01 :Arrival at Tribhuban International Airport (T.I.A) and pick up by our private vehicle 
and than transfer to the Hotel. 

• Day 02 :4 hours easy drive to Kuringhat 102 km. Before Mugling. And take a Cable car for 
darshan. Two/Three hours for darshan and puja. And Back to Kathmandu on the same day. 

• Day 03 :Final Departure to the airport by our private vehicle 

Notes: 

• All above trekking hours and distances are approximate and it’s absolutely for general 
ideas only. 

• The above data is a guide and standard layout of what we give. Our trek can be customized 
at your request to suit your particular necessities 

• Your safety is of supreme concern while engaging with Snowy Dream World. Please note 
that your leader has the authority to adjust or cancel any part of the itinerary if it is 
estimated required due to safety issues. Every determination will be made to keep to the 
above itinerary. Weather conditions, health condition, unexpected natural disasters can all 
affect in the itinerary. The guide will try to ensure that the trip runs according to plan, but 
please be prepared for the happening if required. 
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